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New Housing Policy to be Implemented This Spring
elusive rights 10 lounges in these traditional assigned residences in Mather and McBride.
residences; lounges will be available to all one or two floors of Caples and parts of
residents of those halls. Lounges will be Manning of Bushnell.
available for reservations through the house
manager. "Equity of access 10 housing bas
been a legitimate concern for Kenyon in re-
cent years," says President Philip H. Jordan
Jr. "Through moderate, adaptive change thai
does not turn its back on College traditions,
our new policy will provide greater oppor-
tunity for students to share equally in the en-
joyment of Kenyon's residential and social
facilities."
Additionally, based on a Student Council
recommendation. apartment space will be"hm" IIr ·R"II Hr(J{'f'("11
allocated based on the proportion of men
3JRt women M. the apartment housing lottery
only. Existing policy bases proportional
distribution of apartments based on the
previous years' percentage of occupation by
men and women and projections for the up-
coming years' distribution.
The Office of Student Housing will have
the responsibility of designating the rooms in
group living locations to be occupied by
group members and to be available through
the open lottery, in the near future.
New groups may apply for group living
space each year and existing groups may
choose to be assigned other group living loca-
tions without losing their existing residential
designations. The locations for these new
group assignments include non-first year
Administrative sources were very positive
in their assessments of the student reaction to
the policy. H. Stewan FitzGibbon III, assis-
tant dean for student housing services,
foresees "no major problems in implementing
the policy." Dean of Students Craig W.
Bradley believes "these changes in policy will
afford a greater number of students access to
the variety of housing on campus."
Response to the new housing policy among
the student body has been mixed. Greek
Council President Chuck Peruchini berates
the new policy as going too far. "We are
disappointed with the decision reached by
Pres. Jordan concerning housing ... It ismy
opinion that the recent changes to the Greek
system are pan of a continuum, with the
eventual endpoint being the abolition of
fraternities from campus."
April Garrett, a house manager in Old
Kenyon, worries about the effect of the
policy on group non-group relations with
specific regard to lounge use ... It will be in-
teresting to see how effective shared lounge
use between independents and group
members is. I question how comfortable in-
dependents will feel utilizing traditional
group lounges. Hopefuny, each group will
learn to respect other group's inequities."
By John Roman rooms being designated for the open lottery.
The new housing policy allows these
groups to remain in their current residences.
These existing groups will be given the oppor-
tunity to fill up to fifty percent of their
designated residences with group members
who have a standing as juniors or seniors
(social members are excluded entirely). The
remaining rooms will be available in the open
lottery for all students with at least
sophomore standing, regardless of their
group affiliation. All first-year students will
continue to be housed in their assigned
rooms.
Groups will no longer be accorded ex-
After more than a year of intensive debate,
the College has announced a change in its
housing policy, to be implemented in this
Spring's housing lottery for residential
assignments for the 1991-92 academic year.
The new student housing policy will have
its greatest immediate impact on the residen-
tial halls designated as traditional group liv-
ing spaces occupied by Kenyon's seven fratern-
ities and two living groups.
Under prior housing policy, these groups
had the opportunity to fill the entirety of
their designated residence, with the unfilled
Air Attack, Retaliation Persist as War Enters Second Week
there was an 80 percent efficiency in their
first attacks against Iraq. During the follow-
ing days the United States and other allied
forces would begin round the clock bombing
runs. As of Tuesday, January 22, more than
10,000 air settles had been flown in the Gulf
region.
On Thursday January 17, Iraq responded
to the attacks by launching eight Scud
missiles at Tel Aviv, Israel, as Saddam Hus-
sein had promised if he was attacked.
Originally reports were that these missiles
contained nerve gas, but later information
proved these reports to be false. There were
no fatalities and only light casualties in this
attack. Israel, possibly at United States' urg-
ing, did not respond to the attack. This was
followed by another attack against Israel on
Friday, January 18 by a nilht of three Scud
missiles. Once again there were only light
casualties. Once again, Israel did not im-
ml.'diately respond. but staled that it would.
aI a time and place of its choosing. .
Also on January 17. Iraq Iaunehed a Scud
missile at an air base: in Saudi Arabia. United
States Patriot anti-miuUe missiles destroyCd
By Rob Broeren it. In subsequent days the Patriot intercepted
and destroyed other Scud missiles launched at
several sights in Saudi Arabia.
On Sunday January 20, the United States
attacked a Kuwaiti off-shore oil platform
which had been shooting surface to air
missiles at United States aircraft nying from
and returning to their aircraft carriers in the
Persian Gulf. United States Marines captured
23 Iraqi soldiers.
On the same day Iraq announced that it
had captured 20 allied airmen who were shot
down while on missions in Iraq and Kuwait.
Seven were shown on Iraqi television. Several
had bruised faces and all appeared ex-
hausted. They stated their names and then
most uttered statements condemning United
States aggression against "peaceful" Iraq. It
has been speculated that the statements were
made under duress.
Monday, January 21 saw the United Stata
perform a combat search and rescue mssion
to extract a downed F-14 T9IIlCIt crew
member.
January 22 provided more de¥cIopmems lit
.. GULP fJIIp IwIH
On Wednesday, January 16 at 7:00 p.m.
E.S.T. Presidential Spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater appeared on national television. He
read a statement from George Bush which
Slated, in part, "the liberation of Kuwait has
begun." At the same time a massive aerial
bombardment by United States and other
allied powers .was already underway against
Iraqi army positions within occupied Kuwait
and Iraq itself.
The air campaign began with attacks by
both aircraft and cruise missiles against im-
portant military targets. These included army
command and control centers, Scud surface
to surface missile sites, communication
facilities, and biological, chemical and
nuclear producilcn facilities. Many of the at-
tacks were against Baghdad, the capital of
Iraq. Cable News Network's three cor-
respondents in Baghdad provided the only
live reports that evening. They talked of the
missiles which hit the city and fire from the
city's defenders.
The United States military claimed that
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Students Organize Teach-In on War in the Middle East
By Cindy Wittman spoke on Israel's place in the war and dealt
with the present government of Israel's fear
of an international peace conference dealing
with the Palestinean problem, the need for
Americans to remain in Israel and the impor-
tance of Iraq's missile attack on Israel despite
the absence of direct fatalities, and the
American Jewish peace movement's position
in the conflict.
Miriam Dean-otting ofthe religion depart-
ment spoke on the efforts of small groups
within Israel to lessen the Isradi·Palestinean
problem, stating her intention to get beyond
the media to the people involved. Margaret
Meriwether, a professor of history at Denison
and a specialist on the Middle East, spoke on
the Persian Gulf crisis through a historical
perspective. She focused upon Iraq's claim to
Kuwait, based upon a World War I treaty be-
tween France and Great Britain, and the con-
trasts between Iraq's radical socialist regime
and Kuwait's conservative Iraditional rule.
Royal Rhodes, professor of relision,
presented the Just War Theory, "a way in
Kenyon students sponsored a Teach-In on
the Crisis in the Middle East on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, January
21-23. The Teach-in offered the Kenyon
community information on the current war
against Iraq by utilizing the knowledge of
many of Kenyon's faculty members, as well
as two professors from neighboring Denison.
The Teach-In resulted from the organiza-
tional efforts of students Terry Debonis,
Becki Miller, Becky Reimbold, Flora Waite
and Teresa Cunningham. The format of the
presentation, short speeches by faculty
members with question and answer sessions
and a panel discussion, was influenced by
similar teach-ins sponsored by other schools,
including Denison. "We want this to spark
discussion," claimed Miller.
Each day the presentations loosely follow-
ed a theme. Monday, January 21, focused
mainly upon the religious elements of the
conflict. Leonard Gordon, (PHS professor,
Third Annual MLK CeJebration Honors
King's Committment to Peace
By Bec:ki Miller display.
A reading of literature by King and other
The Third Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. African-American activists was sparsely at-
(MLK) Celebration was forced to compete tended. But the smau group was able to
with events unfolding in the Persian Gulf for engage in an intimate discussion, led by
the attention of the Kenyon community. At- Tondelaya Dumas '91 and Kendra Stamper
tcndance at activities in the beginning of last '92, about the works read including Kins's
week suffered somewhat because many pee- "Where Do We Go From Here?" and
pie were gathered in front of television sets Margaret Walker's "Prophet for a New Day."
watching war news, but participation picked The MlK Convocation featured musical
up towards the end of MLK Week. performances by the Central State University
"The week swam in a sea of irony," said Chorus for the crowd or about 2SO. In one,
Matt Gladue '93, a member of the MLK Kenyon trumpeter Ted Buehrer '91 accom-
Week Planning Committee ... It was ironic panied the chorus which was under the direc-
and insensitive that American leaders pressed tion of William Henry Caldwell. Kenyon Ex-
for a deadline for military action (in the Per- ecutive Assistant to the President for
sian Gulf) which was the birthday of a man Multicultural Arfairs Frank Hale irtlroduced
who opposed violence and actively sought Thursday's speaker. Hale also requested a
peace." moment of silence for meditation on King
Aboul 40 people attended a showing of the and for the troops in the Persian Gulf. The
great orator's speeches which kicked off the keynote speaker, Lerone Bennett, editor of
week. Selections included speeches from the Ebony, thanked Hale as a represenative of
Selma movement; "I Have a Dream," and "I African-Aiti"erican leaders who were "on our
Have Been to the Mountaintop." case" during the civil rights movement.
The new Racial Awareness Program Several members of the audience stood when
(RAP), begun this past fall, staned its second Bennett asked for those who had participated
semester with a special program entitled "The in the 19605 civil rights movement to rise. The
Philosophy of Dealing with Racism." About war intruded upon his speech also as Benner
25 community members viewed a video of stated, "We cannot be true to King if we
"The Meeting," a dramatic presentation of a don', say in his namc 'Stop the killing.' " He
fictional encounter between King and warned that King's memory may be "easier to
Malcolm X, which was followed by a discus- celebrate than to imitate." advising listeners to
sion. According to Gladue, also a RAP "Lead, follow, teach, or get out of the cotton
facilitator, the two African-American leaders pickin' way" as they continue to pursue
are often thought to be opposed -one good King's goals.
and one bad - but the video showed their It was a weekend of performance as
ideas to be complimentary in some ways. Odyssey & Company played live dance music
Wednesday's ..first air assaults on Iraq hit in the Peirce Great Hall Friday night. Kenyon
about the same time a candlelight march students paid tribute to King in saturday
down Middle Path began. Edward Harvey, evening's Celebration of the Dream Pertor-
Professor Emeritus of French, commented mances. Several campus groups and in-
on neaative allegations about King's personal dividuals gave musical entertainment in-
life and scholarship that have recently been c1uding the Kingfishers, thc Owl Creeks, Dan
raised to state that King was not a saint, but a Baker '93, Vonnie Lynn '91, Alexandra
manyr, and as such, he was only human .• Manias '93, and Rebecca Vasquez '93. A
Assistant Dean for Student Support Services dramatic presentation arranged by Collins
Mila Collins said that wh81 she had prepared featured famous and lesser-known African-
to say that nialll seemed trivial in liaht of the American poets and excerpts from the play
war and asked for a moment of silence for "For Colored Girls Only." Performed by
the troops in the Qulf. Afterwards, Seton members of the Black Student Union wearing
HaD Professor David Abalos advocaled black c10thinl of very different styles. "Sister
multicullural education to a II'0Up of about Sister" was meant to show the talent and
50 people. The reception for Abalos was. held diversity of Black women. The entire a!J-
in Olin Art Gallery where works by Larry dience stood to sina the Black National An-
CoIIiDs entitled '"BIact ... d White .. are on them, '"Lift Every Voice and Sins," which
which Christians have sought to find an
ethical basis to judge the justness or un-
justness of a war." A video presentation by
Chaplain Andrew Foster on the options of
military participation from a Christian point
of view concluded the Monday session.
Tuesday night dealt with the political and
economic questions that surround the war.
Sophomore Ed Curtis started off the evening
with his speech that addressed the portrayal
of the Arab world in Western media, and
Denison Political Science Professor David
Sorenson detailed the United States' military
options. later, Visiting Assistant Professor of
Economics Trevor Roycroft explained how
the distinctive economic geography of the
OPEC nations led to the political instability,
and in some ways justified Iraq's inV'llSionac-
cording to the standards of the cartel. John
Elliott, political science professor, devoted
his time to exploring the pressures and issues
that entered into President Bush's decisions.
According fa EUiot, public opinion will play
a large role in future strategies and tactical
decisions.
Wednesday night was devoted to a fEUlt)'
panel discussion. The panel featured Potitdl
Science Professor Fred Baumann, History
Professor Oifton Crais, Lucc Professor of
Art and Politics Lewis Hyde, Political Science
Professor Alex McKeown, RcUPon Professor
Vernon Schubel and Economics Professor
Richard Tretheway. The moderator, English
Professor and Associate Editor of the Ken-
yon Review David lynn, possibly
foreshadowing the fireworks of the evening,
stated in interview, "they're bright and in-
teUigent and articulate people with very dif-
ferent views on things."
The overwhelming theme of the talks
focused on the need for some kind of planning
in the aftermath of war. More than one
speaker noted that there have been no serious
efforts devoted to determining the future of
the Middle East after the conflict ends, and
the United States' role in such a future. Ac-
cording to Meriwether, the attitude of the
Arab populace in the Middle East is essential-
Iy "with Kuwait Against Iraq. With Iraq
Against the United States," and the United
States lost any influence it once possessed.
No proposed practical solutions for peace
when the flghtlng is over exist.
The Teach-In was affected by the events of
last week, as war was declared against Iraq.
The events of the recent past put the informa-
tion of the presentation in a completely dif-
ferent light. Miller acknowledged that the
schedulilll on the nipts of January 21-23
was a calculated risk against the UN-impo5Cd
deadline of January ISth. Accordina to
Roycroft, "the chance of reaching people is
lessened because people become more emo-
tional because our troops are involved and
people are being killed."
There is a lot of support behind the con-
cepts of the Teach-In, however. Foster stated
that "it lives an opportunity for people to ex-
plore aU kinds of questions they have about
this war," and Rhodes note;ctthat "in tenns of
providing some basic knowledge, there's
always a role for dlat."
"I'm glad we're doina it," said Lynn. "I
think it's important for Kenyon studenls and
faculty to remember we're not a masic moun-
tain cut off from the workt."
Support of the Teach-In wu best evideac-
ed, however, by the large lurnout of the Ken-
yon community. There was an oft-noted sen·
limenl by the speakers before the Teach-In
thai. maybe PhilonWhesian was too small for
the presentation, and il turned out 10 be a
pretty accurate prediction. Philomathesian
was filled to overt1owing as studellts, faculty
and community members attended the
speeches on Monday night, and even Presi-
dent Jordan was relegated to a radiator.
It is notable that the Teach-In was com-
pletely student organized. According to Gor-
don, the Teach-In actually relieved pressure
on the administration to organize any activity
in response to the war. "If things~eep going
on in the Middle East," stated Miller he w·
ever, "we would hope that other groups or
the College would bring in other speakers."
The Teach-In provided both information and
the opportunity to discuss the complex issues
of war for the Kenyon community.
Students Object to War through Strike
By Kelley Ragland
Two first-year students began hunger
strikes this week in order to show their strong
objections to the U.S. war in the Persian
Gulf.
Tom Knauer and Chris Patterson have not
eaten for five and eight days. respectively,
although Knauer admits to drinking tea and a
Iittlc milk to acclimate his body to the
change. Although the action seems rather
public, Knauer explained that for him it was
an internal reaction.
"Although it is a small outward symbol, it's
also a very personal thing," Knauer said. "I'm
helping myself to deal with it by showing my
objection."
Patterson, who stopped eating as soon as
he heard that the U.S. had begun attacks on
Iraq, agreed to the importance of the deci-
sion, but also stressed thc effect he hoped his
actions might have on others. "When Iheard
we had attacked a country, with provoca-
tions, Ididn't feel the attack was a necessary
step. I wanted people to understand how
serious this situation is and how strongly lob-
ject to it."
Knauer intends to continue his strike until
either the war ends, there is a drastic change
in U.S. policy, or severe physical conditions
force him to stop. Meanwhilc he hopes that
he can last long enough to draw national at-
tention to his objections.
spotlighted soloists Brian Granger '93 and
Kelley Coleman '92.
More students joined the crowd from the
Celebration of the Dream Performances,
about 400 all together, to watch Spike lee's
recent movie "Mo' Better Blues." Another
film, Euzhan Palcy's "A Dry White Season,"
preceded a discussion of South Africa in 1976
led by History Professor Clifton Crais on
Sunday. Earlier that day, an ecumenical ser-
vice to honor King, who was a preacher,
featured Assistant Director of Admissions
from The College of Wooscer Gerald Cooper
as luest speaker. The Chamber Singers were
on hand to add to the weekend's perfor-
mances in honor of King.
Fifteen members of Ihc Kenyon communi-
ty worked to create the week·long effon to,
in the words of the event's theme, "Keep the
Dream Alive." Kristen Hamley '93 said that
her reason for participating in the planning
of MLK Week was that she personally "ad-
mired Martin Luther King, Jr.'s ideology and
principles."
Collins stated that because Kenyon docs
not ancel classes on Kins's birthday, now a
national holiday, the week is a way to
S« ItINO /HI8~twrlw
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Housing Changes Seek Equity
The past few years have seen a great amount of change at Kenyon, and another
change that affects the entire community has recently been passed down in the form of
the new housing policy as announced by the administration. The policy goes into effect
for the upcoming lottery that will determine housing status for the 1991-92 academic
year. President Jordan, in an attempt to satisfy people representing all sides of the argu-
ment, came up with a plan that he explained as such: "Through moderate. adaptive
change that does not turn its back on College traditions, our new policy will provide
greater opportunity for students to equally share in the enjoyment of Kenyon's residen-
tial and social facilities." The question that needs 10 be asked is at what price docs this
new policy provide a greater chance for students to obtain what is deemed "desirable"
housing?
Clearly, the focus of the debate on the fairness in the allocation of housing centered
on the historic dormitories of Old Kenyon, Hannah, and Leonard. These three buildings
are presently home to seven fraternities and two established Iivng groups. These dorm-
nones are considered, generally. to be "desirable" living areas.
President Jordan was seeking to stay within the boundaries of the "college traditions"
and equal housilll for all students. President Jordan has deemed that SO percent of the
present living area of the nine prominent living groups be redistributed through the lot-
tery system based on seniority. Considering that some change was inevitable, this is nOI
too drastic a change for the living groups. However, Jordan went a bit further by
eliminating sophomore participation in the fifty percent still in the hands of the living
groups. This takes the power out of the hands of the living groups with respect to
deciding which people the groups want in its allocated area.
Allhough in the past few years equitability has become an increasingjy important
question, sophomore equilability specifically has not been an issue. Neither the Senate.
the Student Council. nor the Housing Commlnee had been asked previously to address
the issue until this year with lhe arrivai of dean of students Craig Bradley,
AIS!?,the question of the lounges that are a part of the group living areas was addressed.
The lounges in question will be monitored and administered by a donn government
that is headed by a house manager, who acts as a liaison between the residence hall and
the administration. The use of the lounge will be cordinatcd by this govemmem. The
logistics to the government still needs work. and the house manager is to be appointed
by assistant dean for student housing services H. Stewart Fitzgibbon Ill.
Although it Is sec that fifty percent of the group living housing wiD be left jor the
groups currently using the histOric donnltorics. which area within each "division" ofthe
residence halls that will be allocated to the college-recognized groups remains in ques-
tion.
The fraternities feel that a combination of eliminating sophomore eligibility from
their fifty percent is a serious blow to the fraternity system. and the possibility that they
will be moved away from the closest proximilY to the lounges represents further
fragmentation of the greeks. There is good reason to believe that this is the case, if seen
from their point of view. Sophomores are generally considered to be the lifeblood to
th~ groups. Instead of dealing with sophomore equilability over time by subtracting
pomts from the affiliated males in a lottery system, it was chosen thai this question was
dealt with immediately. Is this the kind of moderate chaRle President Jordan was look-
ing for? Many activities important to carryina on the traditi.ons of the fraternllies (and
therefore, the coil.) take place in the donnilory lounges, Many fralernity members
see the new bousinl policy as a purposeful intent on the pan of the administration in
one way to weakert the fraternities to the point of eventual exl.inction. Fraternities have
been a larae part of the traditions of Kenyon College and continue to be a larae sup-
porter of Ihe social life al Kenyon.
HowC\lCr,Ihe administration fdt that certain ehInps needed 10 be made in 1he hous-
ing policy in order 10 brin. aboUI fairness 10 non .. mlial:ed members of the campus,
both male and female. It is reasoned that by makina instant sophomore equitabilily and
by freeinS up spaces in Ihe dtsirable housllll of the soulh end of campus, lhen Ihere is
greater opportunity for sludents to use the residential and social facilities. This doesn't
58.tisfythe demands of some non .. flilated audenlS who would prefer the entire livinl
quarters of the col lese beallocaJ:ed by a IoltCf)' system. in other words. UsoIute equality.
Therd'ore. lbe new bousina policy can be lOCO 81 a lCIftPOI'8Il' (Ihe platt. is up for
reevaluation after five yars) complomile between twO sides 10. ntlher complicated.
even heated. afJUmenl. HopefuUy, the price is IUM too peat. By removinc sophomores
lrom ext"ma IMna-arouP _ .... perh..,. -..m .. lrIIemhies ""'" ~ 'hOI
have tradilkmaily hosI.cd important e:xcrcises, the administration is lumina hs back in
part to a tarac pan of lis herit .. the Jreck QStcm, II is also hopeful tblt IK)fHmliated
members of residence hafts IhM bouse. pre.cxistina livina IP'OUP do not feel inllmidal:ed
by the presence of thlll JfOUP. This win be shown best when the lwo aroups corne
tOBdher 10 form an eIecIed body to monitor the activilies Ihroupoutlbe residcntt hail.
Presidenl Jordan has now made his decision and must now try to smooth over dif-
ferences thai will emainly arise from both the pup members and noft-B!'OUpmemms
of Kenyon CoIJeae.
Wril/M by .'\Imfbm 0/ IAt BtJIloIW .."
Edi'or's Note: These Letters to the Editor
were submitted during winter break, before
WIlrbroke out in the Persion Gulf.
Student Reports Emotions in Israel
To the Editor:
Never before have Ifelt so immersed in the
process of history. It is 2a.m. on January 3, I
am in Jerusalem awaiting the "inevitable"
war to begin. However, the grip of war has
already been placed upon this beautiful
desert land. The Intifada rages onto its third
year and each day encloses more and more
minds withm a cage of hatred and fear.
Everyone has been touched, or rather shoved
by the Uprising. It is a war between victims,
each saying to each other. "look at my scars,
because of my pain I have the: right to hurt
you." Suffering does not necessarily breed
enlightenment. it breeds hatred. Ihave seen
the fruits of these: seeds of hatred that have
been planted for two thousand years, Ihave
seen the power of hatred in Hadassah
Hospital as Istared frozen at lhe:crushed and
bloodied face of my friend. She had been Ihe
recipient of an anJry Arab's stone: throw. I
have seen the haired in the H)'lllt Hotel as a
security guard punched my friend after sc:cinl
his Arab identiflClUion card. 'There is no
peace on the streets-of Jerusalem.
And now I prepare to leave. to run to
Spain with my Jirlfriend. The "true Zionists"
are stayina. claim the most outspoken
members of the grapevine. My mother is on
tranquilizen, my girlfriend dreams of war,
and even I am beginning to lose some of my
idealistic optimism. For me, that loss of op-
timism is perhaps the greatest indicator of my
own real fear. Zionist. or not, I feel more
love for my family than for any Zionistic vi-
sion of statehood.
However, the situation is more com-
plicated than that. To open up a paper in
Bareelonaon the 16th and read, "Tel Aviv at-
tacked thousands killed" would not fill me
with a sense of gratilude. On the contrary,
my thoughts would race to Jeff, Paul,
Reuben, Sharon and everyone else who could
be victims. The guilty survivor is born. Are
they O,K.? Ob my God what will happen
now? Iam fantasizing but these hypothetic:al
scenes don't seem far from the present script.
I am running now to take early finals, to
board the plane, 10 get. out and not look
back. Iam runnina to set home and sit down.
to breathe deeply and then to cry. Tears of
fear for the people I left behind, tears for the
dreams I left broken on lhe streets of
Jc:rusaJem. tears for the Arab who is oppress-
ed, tean for the Jew who seems 50 incapable
of disc:ntanaJing himself from the role of the
oppressor, tears for a country and a people
forever in fear. I am runninl ...
Sincerely,
Josh ZuekenberJt '92
Jerusalem Hebrew Uni'lft'sity
Professors Explain Draft Information
To the Edilor: We ail know that minorities and the fImm-
dally .... advantopd are ~~
rqxaenled in the Army as MIl as ~
raetYists and the National Guard. We mIJbtalso _ !hOI __ of _
was a major fac:tGr tn creatiRI wide ..
QPClOSition to the VietDuD WM'. We wouldhopelhat ...... _
til thdr _ lie "" .... lie to ........,_1lle..-01--._ • .,.
fecllvedef_ _ta OoIfto .....1_...which _ .".
IIIOlIY tIIIe _ few ~_
__ .("We_ _ _
,..., ....... of boIaaa)tllll8alloo ...
1.000 to "GOO .. "t...... I' II'd "" cit-
-~-llI!r ..... _::, ...-:."tt:';'10dlby_.,.•••or ....=
President Bush has sent a letter to
thoUSllDdsof college newspapers. 11lis paper
may have already have printed it by the time
our letter is received. We may, in fact, be at
war by the time of its publication. As coIIeae
teachers we arc aware of a certain complacen-
cy on the part of many students ud with 10
add lhc following information about the
draft. information wbtcb was DOl: IMlIl
aIludcd to in the PresldeIII's call for support
from students. (A fuller text appoand in the
No.... "" ·11 ..... of 'I'M ~ of
Hialwr EdMaIJ"').
There .. 3.S _ .... ...-Jylianed
up for the draft. Under camDI dratllaw an.
act 01 Coqreu, Iianed by .,-,
wuuId _ .... -.,..1' _ ......
in 1!I91, ...... bornlo 1971 WOll1d 1lnt
c:olled, f_ by .- born in 19lO, 1!ltiII
and ..... untIl ... 19to~..,ldlW..... We __ .. of~
tWotcd. The _ ....... _ -" beet to .- ,-
19end 1...... .-. LonyW_._L_ ---=... ......ed , __
... lor -.. -. - "".. olfl/>lflJl. bE .... _.
wuuId _ to """"" ICIO.OOO _
30 days of the draft's enaccn.tf. Dnfte qucIIkW., .. .." ,.
would remain ia service at Icut 24 moatIq .......... at ...... fir
and could'" shipped ........ ofIer .... 120 Deoon - __ - MI'
days' traininJ staleskic:. 1bere wiU be no ..... ·_1.1.. 1 'II),."fa
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Greed Causes Persian Gulf Conflict Bush Defines Purpose in Gulf War
To the Editor:
For some time now I have been greatly
concerned over developments in the Middle
East. In particular. I am appalled al the
willingness of our COUnifY to commit
thousands of troops to a cause whose pur-
pose and goals have been more carefully
concealed than clearly articulated.
In the beginning President Bush declared
that U.S. military presence in the Gulf was
for the protection of Saudi Arabia and the
reinstatement of the Kuwaiti government.
But neither of these countries are
democracies, so we definitely don't have the
excuse of furthering the cause of democracy
in that region to mask OUTtrue tntenrlons.
A few weeks later the President re-defined
the purpose of the U.S. military in the Gulf
as defending "our way of life." But how can
the fare of one little country half-way
around the world seriously affect "our way
of life" enough to justify a war? It seems
very clear to me that our government is in-
terested only in determining who controls
oil in the region. Who can seriously main-
tain the argument that our massive military
presence and our willingness to spend
billions of dollars would be happening if fig
trees stood in place of the oil fields in
Kuwait? Would the human rights atrocities
in Kuwait bother the U.S. government
enough to exercise this kind of military
might if oil was absent in the region? I think
not.
With these issues in mind, I find it most
disconcerting that a President who gave the
appearance of concern over ecological
issues should suddenly show his true colors
by his willingness to kill over a "way of life"
that is increasingly linked to the wasteful
consumption of a non-renewable and
ecologically devastating fossil fuel. And
while Saddam Hussein has revealed his will-
ingness to use what Bush has called "naked
aggression," the United States is little better
in its willingness to economically and
militarily exploit poor and needy countries
in Central and South America, not to men-
tion the hypocrisy of turning a blind eye to
the military invasion of Lebanon by Syria
and Israel and the invasion of Afghanistan
by the Soviet Union. U.S. condemnation of
foreign aggression and our willingness to
resist it are based on economic and political
expediency. not concern over human life.
Indeed, our country's support of the con-
tras in Nacaragua and our invasions of
Panama and Grenada only demonstrate
U.S. contempt for international law,
sovereignty, and human rights. I find the
increasing parallels between the foreign
policies and the means of achieving
economic ends employed by both saddam
Hussein and the U.S. -government truly
frightening.
And let's not forget that the U.S. sup-
ported Iraq during the Iran- Iraq war with
money and weapons. In effect, our foreign
. policy of sticking our nose into the prcb-
lems of other countries has given Hussein
the very military capability he now
possesses. Nevertheless, the Bush ad-
ministration has the audacity to act shocked
and surprised! And while I can only con-
demn Saddam Hussein's actions in taking
over Kuwait and believe he should be
resisted (albeit nonviolently), U.S. motiva-
tion in establishing Operation Desert Shield
mirrors at least one of Saddam Hussein's
reasons for invading Kuwait -desire to con-
trol the oil.
Furthermore, a U.S. military strike will
mean not only the deaths of U.S. and Arab
military personnel, but also the possible
slaughter of hundreds of innocent Arab
women and children. Are we willing to de-
fend an increasingly psychotic consumer
lifestyle by engaging in this kind of ter-
rorism? Sadly, it appears the answer is yes.
In this more secular age we are once again
witnessing the horror of another
"Christian" crusade against the Muslim "in-
fidels" through the dehumanizing distor-
lions of the media and through the gunboat
diplomacy of U.S. foreign policy.
Of course, George Bush will claim that the
United States is attempting to establish a
"new world order" in which peace and
democracy unites all countries. The rhetoric
we get on television leads me to believe that
the United Slates wants to be the political
power behind this world order. But the ques-
tion remains: peace and democracy on whose
terms? Once again. the United States wants
the power to pursue its own interests with
peace and democracy as determined by
economic and political expediency. Social
justice and genuine concern for the welfare
of other nations (particularly third world na-
tions) is not a consideration in present U.S.
foreign policy. Why should any of us believe
it will be in the future?
The world is no longer large enough to
withstand this kind of separatism and
divisiveness from either Saddam Hussein or
the U.S. government. War can only con-
tribute to long-term political and economic
turmoil and violence. Band-aid solutions
and the unwillingness to search for and heal
the root causes of world problems will only
insure a future that few of us can afford to
see materialize. And if war erupts, Opera-
tion Desert Shield may very well contribute
to the creation of a political and military
quagmire from which the United States will
emerge with heavy military, economic, and
political casualties.
Corporate and consumer greed lie at the
heart of Operation Desert Shield. Ican only
conclude that in their preference for money
and oil over human life. the current state of
"our way of life" and the militarism of the
warhawks in the U.S. Government are ex-
posed as travesties of true freedom, human
rights. and democracy.
Respectfully submitted.
Charles Bryan Owen '91
Collegian Office Hours
11Ic Km)'Oft Co/WI_" will hold regulu office hours between 7:30 and 10:00 p.m. every
Sunday thfOUlh Wednesday durins second semester. The Coll~itlninvites all students
and members of che communicy who arc interested in working for the newspaper, plac-
ina "vercisemcncs In the newsplpef or submiuina Letters to the Editor to do so during
lhese hours. The CoIIr6itm is. studenc run newspaper located in Chase Tower in Peirce
HIlI. We weIc:oIw responses to the PaPer and invite all members of the community 10
otTer submissions. Our mallina IIddress is P.O. Box 1943, Gambier. Ohio, 43022.
To the Editors:
If armed men invaded a home in this coun-
try, killed those in their way, stole what they
wanted and then announced the house was
now theirs - no one would hesitate about what
must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate about
what must be done halfway around the
world: in Kuwait.
There is much in the modern world that is
subject to doubts or questions - washed in
shades of gray. But not the brutal aggression
of Saddam Hussein against a peaceful,
sovereign nation and its people. It's black
and white. The facts are clear. The choice
unambiguous.
A year after the joyous dawn of freedom's
light in Eastern Europe, a dark evil has
descended in another part of the world. But
we have the chance-and we have the obliga-
tion - to stop ruthless aggression.
Ihave been in war. I have known the ter-
ror of combat. And I tell you this with all my
heart: Idon't want there to be war ever again.
I am determined to do absolutely everything
possible in the search for a peaceful resolu-
tion to this crisis- but only if the peace is gen-
uine. if it rests on principle, not appease-
ment.
But while we search for that answer, in the
Gulf young men and women arc putting their
own lives on hold in order to stand for peace
in our world and for the essential value of
human life itself. Many are younger than my
own children. Your age, most of them. Do-
ing tough duty for something they believe in.
Each day that passes means another day
for Iraq's forces to dig deeper into their
stolen land. Another day Saddam Hussein
can work toward building his nuclear arsenal
and pcrfcctinJ his chemical and biological
weapons capability. Another day of atrocities
Amnesty International to document.
Another day of international outlaws, in-
stead of international law.
I ask you to think about the economic
devastation that Saddam Hussein would con-
tinue to wreak on the world's emerging
democracies if he were in control of one fifth
of the world's oil reserves. And to reflect on
the terrible threat that a saddam Hussein
armed with weapons of mass destrucncn
already poses to human life and to the future
of all nations.
Together, as an America united against
these horrors, we can, with our coalition
partners, assure that this aggression is stop-
ped and the principles on which this nation
and the rest of the civilized world are found-
ed are preserved.
And so let us remember and support all
our fine servicemen and women, as they stand
ready on the frontier of freedom, willing to
do their duty and do il well. They deserve our
complete and enthusiastic support-and
lasting gratitude.
George Bush
President of the United States
Editor's Note - Due to space considerations
these are excerpts from the President's letter
to colleges around the nation.
Reader Responds to Patriotism Call
To the Editor:
In reading Michael Rutter's letter, "Lack
of Support Sickens Student," I was struck by
his demonstration of the apathy that he con-
demned. It is obvious that Mr. Rutter never
took into consideration the ideals and pur-
pose of the country that he is so eager to die
for. In a democracy. it is our right to defend
our ideals, not to die for the misguided folly
of our leaders. I oppose the war because I am
a patriot; I believe in the ideals of my coun-
try, and those ideals have nothing to do with
the reasons that we are involved in the Gulf.
Being a patriot in a democracy involves
knowing when your leaders are wrong, and
expressing that. There are no good reasons
for American forces to be in the Persian
Gulf. Unlike Mr. Rutter, I am not willing to
die to lower the cost of gasoline. I am by Iltl
means a supporter of Saddam 'Hussein; he
can be forced to withdraw without loss of
life. Which is the greater cost: the cost of a
blockade for a few years, or the senseless end-
ing of thousands of lives? To blindly ""die
for one's country" contradicts aU that we as a
nation stand for. I also ask that the citizens
of this great land of our consider what it is
that gives them their freedom. and oppose
the war.
James H. Carrott '94
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
Speak-Our Protests War in Gulf
To the Editor:
Last semester, several students formed a
group called Speak-out to oppose what we
then feared would be and now are horrified
has become a war in the Persian Gulf against
Iraq. We wish to state to cbe Kenyon com-
munity chat Speak-Out is a peaceful
orpnization intent on end11l1 this war.
First, Speak-<>uc condemns Iraq's Invasion
of Kuwait. We suppon the individuals in the
U.S. and U.N. military fon:,cs, but noc the
decision that commiIced them to Operation
Desert SConu which bepn lui week. As a
JI"Oup. we seek to promote discussion and K-
tions that will lead 10 a nonviolent resolution
of this crisis.
Speak·Out is made up of individuals who
share these basic ideas. Bur, our opinions on
specific issues relating to the Persian Gulf
War may differ. or expand upon the ones
presented here. We welcome all members of
the Kenyon communily who share our
primary beUefs to join us in our effOlU.
Rebecca R. Miller '93
flora R. Walte '93Rebecca c. __
Teresa E. Cuaniqham '9J
Terrie·DeBonis '91
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U.S. Gulf Engagement Shortsighted War Should Not End Demonstrating
Mark Vacha Eric Grodsky
This weekend's march on Washington,
D.C. against involvement in the Persian Gulf
has been criticized from all quarters of the
country. Engaged in a war which more than
85G'J', of the country supports, there seems to
be linle room for dissension in the ranks.
Those who oppose the protest argue that
criticizing the president's decision now is of
no use. We are engaged in a war from which
we cannot realistically withdraw.
Of more concern to those against protest is
the morale of the soldiers in the Middle East.
Most of America sees demonstration against
the war as demonstration against the soldiers.
They see the specter of the sixties with its
hatred of the military as a message inherent
in war protest.
Questioning the usefulness of protesting
after we have committed ourselves to war is
short silhted on the one hand and misses the
point on the other. It is shortsighted in that
critics expect change immediately and don't
see that happening. They are correct: change
in our country is a slow process.
Demonstrating takes time and commitment
to work.
If those against protest argue that now is
the time to be united behind our president
they misinterpret the intent of our Founding
Fathers. Such a time does not exist within the
framework of democracy. Dissension is a
basic freedom in the United States and is sup-
posedly something we are fighting for. To
feel strongly against the war and do so silent-
ly and privately for the sake of preserving a
false unity is contradictory 10 the freedoms
our Constitution guarantee us.
I oppose our nation's involvement in war
against Iraq on four different grounds. The
reasons behind fighting the war in the first
place are not properly thought out. Our even-
tual victory in war leaves us facing a peace
that we may lose. We have chosen war when
we still had a viable option in the form of
economic sanctions. The war is inconsistent
with where our U.S. foreign policy should be
heading.
One argument for war contends thai the
sovereignty of Kuwait has been violated. This
is indisputable. Yet, we have not always
upheld this principle of international law
ourselves, let alone been willing to fight for
it. We mined harbors in Nicaragua,
subverted regimes in Guatemala and Chile,
and tried to assassinate Castro. These actions
mayor may nOI have been justified by some
other standards. The point is, however, Ihat
it is absurd to say the war is fought on
grounds of upholding international law.
Thus, illusions cast aside, the war is fought
on some other grounds. One might be moral
grounds. Saddam Hussein is such a threat
that he must be taken out. This line of think-
ing focuses on some future threat and does
not depend on the Kuwait invasion at all. In
this case the invasion of Kuwait is only symp-
tomaric of a future threat. In response to this
argument I suggest the example of General
George Patton who at the end of World War
II wanted 10 take OUIthe Russians. Patton
was condemned for this view not only
because of the costs of such a war but
because it would have been considered unjust
aggression on the pari of the U.S. One might
counter that Hussein has attacked both Iran
and Kuwait and has insidiously perpetrated
genocide in his own country. I counter that
the force of the Patton analogy holds because
the Russians attacked Finland and Poland
and Stalin committed genocide against the
Ukrainians through contrived famine.
Another grounds mighl be economic in-
rcrcsts. I contend that increased production
by other nations and domestic adjustments in
consumption would have justified the pa-
lienee needed to free up Kuwaiti oil fields
(which now bum as this piece is being writ-
ten) through means short of war. Perverting
part of Augustine's just war theory into a
"smart war theory", war for Kuwaiti oil is not
smart because it is not proportional to the
level of our interests at stake.
War leaves the U.S. facing a peace thai it
may likely lose. Taking out Hussein from
Iraq creates a power vacuum ripe for adven-
turism by Syria, Iran, and maybe even
renegade Soviet republics. Such a vacuum
means that the U.S. may have to occupy Iraq
and keep up a military presence in the Gulf at
high levels. Such an occupation threatens
moderate Arab regimes and increases
animosity towards the U.S. throughout the
region.
War was not fought as a last option. Sanc-
tions provided a historic opportunity for ex-
erting political might through peaceful means
in response to agression. Sanctions,
moreover, could have created a precedent for
concerted international action which the Ij.S.
has destroyed by discrediting sanctions and
taking on the bulk of the war ourselves. Fur-
thermore, sanctions provided a better chance
of causing internal political change in Iraq.
War has rallied the Iraqis behind Hussein.
Sanctions may have caused them to direct
their frustrations at him. Desperate people
can overthrow entrenched despots. Look at
Romania.
Finally, the war is inconsistent with where
U.S. foreign policy should be headed. We
literally cannot afford to be in the business of
taking out international bullies. The Soviets
were the first to say "uncle" in an arms race
of economic attrition. let's get our domestic
house in order. We face a fiscal crisis in our
nation. We have budget deficits, trade
deficits, companies buried in debt. and a
troubled financial system. War misallocates
resources and further burdens our nation's
economic well being. Senator Sam Nunn best
sums up my thinking on the issue. He argued
that the U.S. should have relied on a much
smaller military presence to serve as a deter-
rent coupled along with continued economic
sanctions. Nunn further argued that vital
U.S. interests are not at stake in Kuwait. I
fear that we are responding to less than vital
international interests by further endangering
our long-term vital interests of domestic,
fiscal and financial stability.
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An interpretation of protest as an-
tagonistic to our troops comes from a dif-
ferent time with different protests. Nobody
sees our men and women as baby killers or
monsters. The soldiers of the United States
are doing what we pay them to do-follow
orders. The goal of those orders has the sup-
port of the entire country. Nobody believes
Hussein should be allowed to stay in Kuwait.
This is not a protest against the soldiers of
our services, but against the orders they
follow. People today protest out of concern
for our soldiers and a belief in the potential
for a peaceful resolution. The protest is for
our people in the Middle East and their safe
return.
There is a more subtle reason to protest
which has not been publically addressed. By
taking full control of the Gulf situation Presi-
dent Bush has amassed an incredible amount
of power. The enthusiastic response of the
American public to Presidential rule of this
nature is itself a reason to protest our govern-
ment's actions.
What mechanism is there at this point in
time to check the President? None what-
soever. I choose to protest this war because I
feel the conflict is premature and probably
unnecessary. Withdrawing our troops now is
a difficult if not impossible task. Allowing
the actions of Coegress and the President to
go unprotested simply because a commitment
has been made, however, relieves them of
responsibility of their decisions. Executive
strength of Ihis magnitude sets a dangerous
precedent for future foreign policy which
must be recognized now.
Reader Questions "Blind Patriotism"
I
To the Editors:
Attention Parents!
Visit part of Gambier's
Woodside Bed If;
401 Chase Ave.
Call 427-27tt
I write in reply to Michael Rutter's letter of
December 13. Mr. Rutter Slated that the
reason he supports U.S. military intervention
in the Persian Gulf and is willins to fight is
for the same reason that his father fought in
Vietnam-"to serve his country ... a small
payback for the opportunity his country had
given him to have everythina that he loved."!
argue that although Mr. Rutter questioned
his father's role in Vietnam, he failed to ques-
tion the underlying reasoning to the answer
he received-and that Mr. Rutter makes the
same mistake in his analysis of the present
war and anti-war protests. Mr. Rutter sUl-
JeSted that because be enjoys a comfortable
life as a citizen of the United States. then
I citizens like him are obliaated to defend un-
I questioningly whatever the U.S. IOvernment
I does.
Mr. Rutter first criticized '"the absolute
and intolerable apathy this country tw sunk
into." But then he stated in the next seateaee
that what "sickens (him] the most is the
dominant attitude that it is not worth dyina
for your country anymore." Let me point out
that the protests of U.S. policy in the Gulf
are not examples of apathy, but expressions
of a very strongly held opinion, albeit one
with which Mr. Rutter may not agree.
Perhaps Mr. Rutter was suacstinl that those
who protest the U.S. war qainst Iraq are
"apathetic" in that we do not automaticaDy
support all actions taken by the U.S.lOvem-
ment. If so, Mr. Rutter confused the tenn
apathy with reason.
Further. let me make the distinction that to
be critical of the U.S. is DOt to be
unAmerican, as Mr. Rutter implies. Th8t is,
questioniq U.S. acdons Is not the 1liiie U
underminm, lite Iqitimocy of U1
....... I......... eriIlcIl allIIIJIlt or U.1l.
sovemment is an aerdee of ~
citaenshlp.
Mr. Rutter adYOelkld bItnIf
unquesaioJtlDl '*b in tbe
which il ineonsblenl: wftll ...,~~
ship, P.utidPMioD in •
democt1q such U GUn .re slilO..
must petmoo tile ~
3ft PATaIOTlSM"."lWfIJe
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Dr. Abalos Stresses the Need For Cultural Individualism
By Michael Rueter
Coinciding with last week's events
celebrating the birthday of Martin Luther
King Jr., Dr. David Abalos, Professor of
Religion and Sociology al Seton Hall Univer-
sity. came to Kenyon to present a lecture en-
titled, "Transforming American Education;
Continuing the Dream of Dr. King." Abalos
discussed a study in multi-culturalism both in
light of academics. but more profoundly
social benefits. He stressed the need for in-
dividuals to re-establish their own culture in
order to implement and uhlmetely surpass
the limits of preconditioned. narrow societal
standards.
The night Abalos spoke, January 16, did
not attract as many students as was expected
because of the outbreak of hostilities in the
Persian Gulf. In relation to this issue, he in-
dicated that he believed war was launched in
hopes of solving the more immediate
domestic plagues. He thought the American
government by preserving freedom abroad
was intentionally obscuring the drama of
racism and sexism at home. In light of the
ominous event, he skillfully brought about a
new angle of his lecture to reflect current
events.
Pivotal to bringing about change, Abalos
thought, was the creation of new language to
end words of suppression -chiefly, minority.
More people, he indicated, are now taking
their own names from their original roots:
African-Americans, Asian-Americans ,
Latino-Americans, Buropean-Amencans. To
take one's own name, Abalos said, is to em-
power oneself; it is indicative that everyone is
political by the very nature of human ex-
istence. Stemming from this inherent cultural
identity, he believed that education has
always been political, because it has suppress-
ed people of color and women. Too often
education, trapped within an environment
that supports a jaded and partial view of
history, exists as a means of suppression by
portraying foreign cultures as ignorant and
inferior.
To surpass this, Abalos utilized Manin
Luther King Jr.'s belief that all education is
political and that truth is ultimately found in
action. Extending from l<ing's definition,
Abalos defined pedagogy -literally "to
escort" - as the true art (the action) of
teaching: the guiding of a student into the
world that the instructor knows best. True
educators, he felt, do not fall into the trap of
assimilation by stripping away the student's
identity, but verify the struggle lies so often
unnoticed or covered by cultural disillusion-
ment. Abalos stressed that individuals must
not remain within the limits of na-
tionalism-a sense of xenophobia-but
rather extend themselves to protect all of
humanity. Education is a process of
redefinement-while maintaining one's own
cultural integrity one must not overshadow
others. To exemplify, Abalos made a
reference to Ellison's novel of African-
American self-realization, Invisible Man,
which stressed the notion that the superior
treats the 'lessers' as non-existent. Abalos
contended that "there is a spark in me of the
divine ... something other than what Isee ..
. each of us is pregnant with our own self-
hood." In essence, no one is invisible despite
the environment that propagates such distor-
tions.
We all have choice, he said. We can either
preserve self-interest or hold steadfast to the
obvious premise that we all need each other.
Education means literally "to lead" (from the
latin duce), to guide not seduco, to seduce in-
to assimilation, or reduco, to reduce educa-
tion to the point of self-interest. He stressed
that the point of education was not to suffer
but, aduco, to lead away (in essence, to tell
someone what is yours). He cited a Princeton
study where students conducted a survey that
revealed that the college was confined to a
white-upper-middle class mentality. The
results eventually yielded a cry for more
students of color. Now students of color
make up 2S% of the student body, adding
what he feels is an integral dimension to
education-communal cultural under-
standing. In terms of all college life, he stress--
ed that individuals must strip themselves of
their background. For example to "be in Ken-
yon, but not of Kenyon."
Expanding from the societal ramifications
of a college, he further explained that there is
no community in America itself: "the oppres-
sion of the entrepreneur does not shape our
daily lives." Abalos contended that the ex-
planation for this suppression-the existence
of a silent majority - was false. In his mind
such a majority never existed; there was in-
stead, a silenced majority. In order to break
free of this and exemplify individual uni-
queness, Abalos stated, one must become
political: "God is not in the business of keep-
ing whites in power .. it is not the white
man's God, but the god of liberation ... no
one has the right to squelch that sacredness
we all have."
He indicated that the world is not
finished-it is for individuals to reshape and
guide history. Individuals must take the clay
in their own hands and build over the oppres-
sion, for the world is not in a state of stag-
nant permanence as dictated by those in
power. The key to such change is a sell-
esteem that includes the responsibility of an
individual's well-being as well as a respon-
sibility for the lives of others. The defeatist
attitude that a single person cannot make a
difference, in his mind, must be struck down.
Everyone. he felt, like Marx said, has an in-
satiable need to create an archetypal drive
that must be liberated from unnecessary bar-
riers which obstruct that creation.
In conclusion. he SUllested things in-
dividuals could do to abate the drive of
cultural oppression. His ideas were to form
coalitions that cut across racial boundaries.
to change the faculty and course of study to
portray a more realistic cultural van18lC
point. to form affinity groups, to conduct
reports, to hold lectures. to get involved in
.government, and for individuals not to fisht
among themselves when attemptins to
achieve the same goals. As Martin Luther
King Jr. suggested, individuals must not "be
afraid of tension".
After the lecture was over, Abalos made it
clear that European-Americans do not have
to be left out in this education transfcrma-
tion. He stressed that they have just as much
culture as anyone else. The transformation is,
in his mind, to benefit humanity as a whole,
as well as the humanity in each individual.
Bennett Honors King By Reminding Us of "The Dream"
By Ben White
On Thursday January 17, at 8:00 p.m.,
Kenyon College was visited by Lerone Ben-
nett Jr., senior editor of Ebony Magazine.
Joining Bennett, for the ceremonies that
marked celebrating Martin Luther King, Jr.
week, was the Central State University Choir.
This nationally renowned choir was con-
ducted by William Henry Caldwell, and ac-
companied on piano by Beth Hull.
The turnout at Rosse Hall was better than
might have been expected on a night when so
many were glued to their televisions, keeping
up on events in the Gulf. There were roughly
one hundred people in attendance who were
treated first to the Central State Choir's rous-
ing rendition of Lift Every Voict' and Sing. 11
was the perfect start to an evening that was to
be filled with the inspirational music of the
choir and the equally stirring words of
Lerone Bennett, Jr. The choir continued
their first set with Rockin' Jt!11lSalem. A
Mighty Fortress is Our God, Alleluia, and
Allel,qah The Mount oj Olives. As the
choir built up steam they were greeted with
several standing ovations from an obviously
impressed Kenyon crowd. Almost all of the
SOIllS the choir performed included solos
that, as the conductor later informed the au-
dience, were often improvisational, occurring
whenever members of the forty-five person
choir were moved to come forward. After the
choir finished to another standing ovation,
Dr. Frank Hale introduced Mr. Bennett.
Lerone Bennett has been at Ebony
magazine since 19S4. when he joined the
publication as an assistant editor. He receiv-
ed his B.A, from Morehouse CoUeae, the
lima mater of the man to whom the night
was dedicated, Dr. Hale. Bennett was friends
with King during their Morehouse days. He
too was an integral part of the Civl Rights
Movement of the Sixties, that, as, Mr. Ben-
nett so correctly pointed out, continues to
this day. He has publishcd numerous books,
poems and short stories. In 1968 he won ac-
claim for his book William Styron's Nat
Turner: Ten Black Writers Respond. His
other books include Before the MaYflower: A
History of the Negro in America- 1619 to
1966 and What Manner of Man: A
Biography of Martin Luther King lr., which
received the Patron Saints Award of the
society of Midland Authors. He also wrote
Blade Power U.S.A .. The Human Side 0/
Reconstruction, 1867 to 1877, Pioneers in
Protest, Shaping of Black America, Wade in
the Waler. In addition to his many ac-
complishments, Mr. Bennett is a Fellow of
the Black Academy of Ans and Letters and
serves as an advisor to the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders. In 1918, Mr.
Bennett won the sought after Literature
Award from the Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
Bennett is not only an accomplished man,
he is also an effective public speaker. With
humor and passion, he was able to touch
upon a broad range of subjects. For instance,
he referred often to how saddened Marlin
Luther King would have been at the start of
this bloody war in the Gulf, referring to the
day it began as the " ... most violent day in
the history of human welfare." As he remind-
ed people of the nature of King's dream, he
warned that in America today. King's dream
was rapidly becoming a nightmare. He said
that while the movement of the Sixties may
have "destroyed the visible signs of racism",
the invisible ones are still with us. He describ-
ed blacks in America today as being ''perma-
nent refugees." He made the point that while
in certain respects the black movement had
made advances, the unemployment level of
blacks was lower in the 1960's than it is 10-
day.
Mr. Bennett proposed a series of three
tasks that had to be accomplished before we
could have any hope of fulfilling Dr. King's
dream. The first task is to mobilize the black
community in a crusade to transform the
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Mozart Concert Called Breathtaking
By Kelly BrowD lor, by Haydn. This also began with an
1Wcgr0. a lively melody. The next move-
ment, the AndaDte, was haunting. The music
came across as calm. sedate, then became
fiery and strons. 1be third movement. the
Finale: Presto, was quick in tempo. It
featured music with direction, a repetition of
patterns that alternated between the piano
and the other musicians. This se:lection
displayed the talent of the players as they
worked with the complicated passqea:. and
was arresting In its beauty and execution.
FoUowing an intermission, the group per-
fonned Varations in C Major. for forte-
piano solo, which showcased Lubin, and
allowed his talent to shine. The evenina clos-
ed with a trio in E flat Major. by Beethoven.
Allin, they breathed life into the piece. end-
ina: the concert with a maaniftoent perfor-.....,..
The concert as a whole was fabulous.
Every piece was fJ1lcd with passion and spirit.
The talent of the trio was beyond compare.
This performance was one critic described.
"'breathtaking."
The Kenyon College Department of Music
hosted the January 16 performance by The
Mozartean Playcn. The piano trio played
four classical selections before an audicn<:e
at Rosse Hall. They included two pieces by
Mozart, as well as works by Beethoven and
Haydn.
Fonncdin 1978. the trio consists of Steven
Lubin on fortepiano. Stanley Ritchie pIayinJ:
classical violin. and Myron Lutzke on the
classical cello.
The evening commenced with Divertimen-
to in 8 flat Major, by Mozan. The piece
began with an energetic AlIqro assai, mov-
ing on to the AdqIo. This section was
wonderful. featurina the pUSionate, mourn-
ful waililll of the violin in a solo. The last
portion, the Rondeaux: Tempo dI Mcnuetto,
contained a ceUo solo. allowing Lutzkc to
showcase his talent with the same forceful
spirit as the section. In all. it was beautifully
moving.
The next piece played was a trio in C Ma-
Collin's Exlnbit ])isplays "Contrast"
By KrUtln Ropn
Larry Winston Collins' exhibit, displayed
from Januuy 16-23 emphasized the idea of
"contrasts." The textures, techniques, and
ideas used are strikinaIy different. yet he
blends them together in a way that seems
both natural and visually appealing. The
smooth realism of Collins' expert drawings
flows into sharper textures and carvings
which reflect his studies in West Africa. This
"art fusion". as Collins calls it. is at first
glance striking and upon closer study intrigu-
ing in detail and texture.
There is variety among pieces as well.
From sophisticated pencil drawings like "Em-
brace" and "Raise the Rag", to primitive
animal designs like "African Frog" and
"Dehamey Snake". In addition. he portrays a
blending of both techniques in "Rhythm
Dancing" and "Home Boy", Collins' versatili·
tyand ability aIows him to represent a theme
in more than one way.
"Raise the FIa&", a pencil drawina. was a
panicuIarly beautiful work. It focuses on
several pairs of hands thrusting upward on a
flagpole. The flag itself is not shown. but the
strength and power of the hands pushing and
the general upward motion of the lines in the
piece to the pole displayed a sense: of pride
and visor.
Another impressive pencil drawing was
"Heritage". The background is a texture
probably inspired by African wood carvings.
and the center is a -tear'' in the paper shaped
like Africa. Looking through this "window"
are beautifully drawn, expressive, distinct
faces. The emotion shown by these individual
people was beautiful to look at.
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By Jobn RomaD
As the United States eaters its second week of war, the public continues to mindlessly
Iellow the President and the U.N. in supportinl our actions in the Middle East. In a
most distressing display. protCSlS and protestors are widely maligned in a sort of
historical instant replay of lhe strife surrounding Vietnam. Americans have surrounded
themselves with their patriotism and a truly undemocratic belief that it is too late to
criticize the war. Such "patriotism" only serves to undermine democracy and its tenets.
With that in mind, I would like to makc my position clear on thc "Showdown in the
Gulf". Saddam Hussein can have Kuwait. I don't care.
Before we break out our dark suits and begin the time honored tradition of war of
buryilll our friends and relatives. perhaps we should take a moment and reflect. and
ecnnnue to reflect. on whether this war is worth the pain it is just beginnilll to bring us.
Oil and jobs were the first call to arms for Americans. Oil prices remain about their
pre-invasion levels. with every indication of staying there. The only effect on jobs comes
from the war itself which will do wonders for a sagging but recoverina economy. War
has long been seen as a tonic for economic woes, but seldomly accepted as a valid
motivation in civilized.socieIy.
Pres. Bush rings the riSllleous bell of liberty to free the oppressed or Kuwait. How-
ever, Kuwait was not exactly a kcy U.S. ally before the invasion and certainly nOi a free
society. Kuwait was, and will be again. a nation ruled by an outrageously corrupt
regime. In the world today the number of oppressed people numbers well into the
billions. However, real politik of the nineties deems "no oil, no support."
While the threat of nuclear proliferation among Hussein and his terrorist supporters
is very real, it teems in our best interest 10allow the region to continue 10monitor itself.
Arter all, Israel bombed Iraq's nuclear Facilities in 1981 and has given every indication it
would nOI hesitate to do so again.
While these factors amount to a somewhat viable justification for intervention. when
weighed alongside the remtncauons of this conflict. they lose their power.
Americans are dying in the Gulf. They will continue 10 do so. Even the most op-
timistic assessments believe they will begin dying in greater numbers in a soon to come
ground invasion.
We are now committed to monitoring the Gulf in some military and certainly polilical
fashion for the foreseeable future. The Middle WI has been inflamed with war for
thousands of years. Most likely, there will be war there forever. If you see your
neighbors engaged in their twenty-firth year of marital warfare. you would hesitate to
step in. knowing the resolution won't come from you. We won't solve the Middle Bast's
problems. Now. or ever.
Critical international problems are arising elsewhere in the world. especially in the
Ballics, that we are unable 10 meaningfully address. We have handcuffed ourselves to
an enduring campaign and have undermined our ability to serve as an international
leader for freedom.
Proliferation of Arab racism is overwhelming thc nation and the world at larae. We
have joined in a conflict with cultures we have not yet heaun to understand. To Ihlsend,
we are certainly not promoting understandilll by killing members of the Arab C01tI.
munilY.
Most importantly, in our war fever, ~ arc IosiDs siaht of our democ:ntic: ideaII.
Military press censorship is openly supported in the name of victory. We auICk thole
demonstrating against thc war as being anti-American and undermininl the mDttIt bf'
our troops and the nation as a whole. We have annihilated the letlsIative ~by
handing full control to the President. We wonbip the flll as thouah k were ........
icon. Do nnl speak out~ we are told. Do not qucslion our actions. Wave the npeM
the pledJe, stand behind the nation.
In a democratic society, it would seem clear that those: citizens thIt have litre ~
love for their country are most adamantly in favor of dcmonstratlDc for dleir ~
Obviously. Ihe troops in (he Gulf are responding (0 the hlahcst call of duty iaour
by willingly volunteering their lives for sacrifice.
For Ihose of us al home. your responsibilities as a citizen commaod that Y9U ._.,...,.,
your position on the conflict, for or asainst. Arm<hair warriors tosIina .. CiII&S
demonstrators on television present .. much greater Ihreat to democracy tbiQ
demonstralors.
Personally. I intend to join Speak-out in a march on Wllhinaton OIl
vile the community 10 join in demonstratina to Gen. ScbwarztDPfl, 9...-t1
lhe rest of the world the we support the "'thunder and liahtenint'of
peaceniks, opposing all wars. We oppose this war, becauw- it Is ... jIut.
Regardless of your position ORthe war, it Is JOUrduty ... cidalIIMl
pan of or in opposition to this COItflic:t. If we do 110\.we...,
from Iraq to defend at home tbe liberty thlt 'WI have ~
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Theorist Speaks on Constitution
By Becki Miller The Constitutional scholar served as Alter-
nate U.S. Representative 1O the U.N. Com-
mission on Human Rights in 1983. During
1982-88, he was a member of the National
Council on the Humanities. He has published
extensively in academic and news journals.
Berns has earned Guggenheim, Fulbright,
Rockefeller, and Carnegie Teaching
Fellowships.
A Phi Beta Kappa Lecturer in 1985-86,
Berns is an acclaimed speaker on constitu-
tional matters. He has addressed learned
society meetings in the U.S. and eight foreign
nations. His books include In Defense oj
Liberal Democracy, for Capital Punishment:
Crime and Morality of the Death Penally,
and The First Amendment and (he Future oj
American Democracy.
Berns attended Reed College and the Lon-
don School of Economics and Political
Science after serving in the U.S. Navy in
World War II. He completed his graduate
and doctoral work at The University of
Chicago.
Berns appearance is a segment of the
Lynde and Harry Bradley Lecture Series on
Political Philosophy which is coordinated by
the Kenyon Department of Political Science.
As thc war in thc Persian Gulf focuses at-
tention on U.S. government actions there, an
upcoming lecture by Walter Berns will be an
opportunity to examine the origins of the
American ideas that make current policy.
Berns will speak about "Tocqueville on
American Democracy" on Thursday,
January 31 at 8 p.m. in the Biology
Auditorium. At 4:15 p.m. that same day in
Horwitz seminar room, Berns will give an
afternoon presentation, "The Ninth Amend-
ment and the Bill of Rights."
"Walter Berns is a leading American Con-
stitutionallaw theorist. He was a forerunner
in the 1%Os of the current concern for
political theory and moral philosophy in
Constitutional law," slated Associate Pro-
fessor of Political Science Fred Baumann.
Berns joins the Kenyon lecture series from
his post at Georgetown University as John
M. Olin University Professor in the Depart-
ment of Government since 1986. He is an ad-
junct scholar of the American Enterprise In-
stitute and director of the Institute for
Educational Affairs. Berns serves as a
member of the Judicial Fellows Commission.
Thank you forgiving. Again and again
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Lewis Hyde to Speak on Shame
ByVa_ Picard ad HeatherFrett
On Monday, January 28 at 8:00 p.m.,
Lewis Hyde, Lace Professor of Art and
Politics, will present his lecture "Speechless
Shame and Shameless Spcec:h." A~ing to
the Faculty Lccturcship Series. Hyde will
speak on "the boundaries of shame, artists
whose labor is marked by a tension between
censorship and revelation, the shame that
binds our tOllpes and the shamclcssncss tbat
sets tongues wagpng."
Hyde feds that there are two contending
virtues, shamelessness and speechlessness.
Shamelessness is embodied in the trickster
figure found in many cultures. Although seen
as a nuisance, the trickster is inventive and
challenges the societal order in part through
his candid ectlcns. Speechlessness may seem
to be the polar opposite of shamelessness,
however, the one could not enst without the
other. Speechlessness represents the order
which must exist in some form fer the society
to hold together. Both the respect and the
courage 10 challenge the order or society are
needed in order for said society to be truly
dynamic.
Hyde is greatly interested in the issue or
shamelessness in modera American at-how
artists lit into society during this time and in
this place. Artists can be seen as the windows
or mirrors or change. Candid in their expres-
sions, artists are examples or actual modern
tricksters.
The conflict between shamelessness and
speechlessness aIIo works its way into the
lives of immiarants. They. or more apecUkal-
If their cIilldrcn, are faced with different
cultures. In order to adapt, they must
chaUense the cultural orden they know.
WbcII ... inunisraDt's c:biId spcab: out
q.aiDIt • cultural taboo of the parent. that
child is cstabllshina; a new order for billllClf.
'1be story of the immigrant child inAmerica
is the story of all of us." By dHIl1cnr.i1ll old
taboos, we Call create our own social order.
Hyde discusses the relationship between
censol"lhip and chance. 'The virtue ot IiIenee
one! __ ""'"' lads 'lJdf to soclctai
stability, for without it all would be chaotic.
Yet people and the societies they form are
subject to chan&c. Speectdesmess is an adap-
tive mechanism used to stay abreast of the
wave or change. Every culture has .. tricbter
rl&ure in its folklore. The virtue of
speechleasness lies in transcending the saP be-
tween rolklore and reality.
Before coming to Kenyon a year and a half
ago, Hyde taught creative writing at Harvard
University. He is [he author or The Gift: Im-
agination and th Erotic Life of Property and
This Error is the Sign oj Love, a collection or
poetry. In 1979. his edition or [he selected
poems or the Nobel Prize-winning Spanish
writer Vicente Aleixandre, A Longing for the
Light was published. His works have been
published in the Kenyon Review. The Paris
Review. The Nation. and the American
Poetry Review.
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Lords Basketball Plagued By Inconsistency Over Break
By John Cooney The lords next game look them to the
hostile environment of their big city rival,
Mount Vernon Nazarene. The "Naz", as it is
affectionately known, is a perennial NAJA
powerhouse, and its tenacious defense did in
the Lords in a 97-77 balgame.
Kutz said, "we played hard but not smart,
and we struggled in our transition defense."
Kenyon proved himself to be king of the
city in the game, scoring 21 points and grab-
bing 12 boards. Alcorn played exceptionally
well in the second half and finished with 15
points, while Kutz added 12. Berthoud, who
has proven to be a deadly jump shooter. also
scored 12.
The Lords returned home to play Oberlin
in their first game in front of the students
before the home game. Oberlin proved to be
the whipping boys for a determined Kenyon
teem, unwilling to lose on Jeff Pfriem's 21st
birthday.
B.J. Kenyon played Oberlin like a cello in
the team's 69-61 victory, scoring 32 points
and grabbing 17 rebounds. Berthoud con-
tinued his good shooting and, finished with 12
points. Binhday boy Pfriem played fierce
defense and added six points and six re-
bounds. In addition, sweet-shooting Eric
Nuremberger came off the bench to knock
down several key jumpers.
The Lords now enter the toughest stretch
of their schedule in fine shape. With a record
of 11-6, they are exceeding pre-season expec-
tations. They are also 3-2 in the conference,
good for a second place tie in the Southern
division of the conference. Each game now
takes on an added meaning. Kutz said Coach
Brown has told them to approach each gamc
like a playoff game.
This week the Lords play two tough teams
on the road. Wednesday Ihey play et Ohio
Wesleyan, and Saturday Ihey are at Wooster.
One thing the Christ"* break did indicate
is that it would be hard to find a player in the
NCAC having a better year than B.J. Ken-
tiff BASKETBALL page IwftW,
The job description for a Kenyon basket-
ball player certainly did not mention long
vacations. While the rest of the Kenyon com-
munity was enjoying itself ar home over the
holidays, the Lords took a brief vacation
before returning to Kenyon December 261h
to prepare for a busy holiday schedule.
The post yule-tide festivities began for the
Lords when they played in the four-learn
Colonial Ciry Classic. Kenyon entered the
tournament having never won a game in the
classic bUI all of that was changed when the
Lords earned a berth in the finals by beating
Tiffin 66-59.
8..1. Kenyon scored 22 points in the game,
the beginning of a torrid scoring stretch in
which he would lead the learn in scoring in
seven OUi of nine games. Andy Kutz scored
15 points, while Matt Alcorn added 12.
Devin Oddo was a force on the boards, yank-
ing down 15 rebounds.
The lords, facing a very
ingum team in the finals,
defeated 81-57.
Kutz, who led the team with 19 points,
commented that, "it was one of those games
where no one was on."
The only other bright spot in the game was
Kevin Mills, who handed out six assists. The
Lords were outrebounded 38-21 by the huge
Muskie team.
Kenyon's next game took them to Spring-
field to play the nimh-ranked Wittenberg
Tigers. The Lords were never in the game,
losing by the score of 79-.35. No Kenyon
player scored in double figures, and the team
only shot 27'10 from the field.
One of the characteristics of the Lords Ihis
year has been their ability to rebound from
defeat. The Lords demonstrated thai trait
once again against Denison. The Lords
forgot their consecutive losses and handled
their archrivals 80-72. Kenyon once again led
the learn in scoring with 22 points. Alcorn
and J.M. Berghous provided the outside
shooting for the Lords, combining for 32
points.
Some of the credit for the Lords loose
frame of mind entering the Denison game
must go to Bill Comar. Comar's tenacity on
strong Musk-
were handily
•
.~<'I!i()rU.J. A'I'".I·OIl.mur:o;/or fill eIH,I'I"11 ln 1,-l'nl"lll/\ 69·61 win fIt'I'r Obertin. ,'hOi" hi' R"h Brol'f"/'r/
the court has made him one of the unsung played a near perfect game for a point guard,
heroes on the team, and his willingness to go scoring six points, dishing out five assists,
10 any lengths 10 keep the team calm off the and turned Ihe ball over only once.
court makes him equally valuable. In a strong. balanced conference like the
If the Denison game was a holiday NCAC wins on the road are rare. On win-
highlight for the Lords, the next game against nable road game for the Lords was their
Thiel was one of the lowlights ofthe season. game against Case Western Reserve. Unfor-
Kenyon lost at home 68-63 10 a learn they had lunately, the Lords did everything but win.
already beaten on the road. They outplayed CWRU, but they lost flJ.67
The Lords led at half 33-29, but they were Despite the close score, Kenyon felt thai
unable to hold on in the second half despite there were too many "close calls." Kutz simp-
the strong play of Kenyon (18 points, II rc- Iy said "we got homered."
bounds) and Kutz (14, II). The Lords had a chance to tie at the end,
The Lords continued their inconsistent. but they could not get a shot off, Kenyon had
play over break with a solid 80-70 victory another awesome game with .31 points and
over Earlham. The team trailed 44-36 at the nine rebounds. but the team only shot .38%,
imermission, but they stormed back to win in rarely a winning percentage.
the second half.
According to Kutz, "the seniors took
over."
Mike Seering played a strong game in the
pivot. Alcorn provided a spark coming off
the bench, scoring 14 points. Kevin Mills
With War On, Sports Seeks Place
As the CoIlqiQn Sports Editors prepared
this week's Sports Paps, one could not help
to ask the qutslion: What relevancy do sport-
ina events have during a war?
Now the war in the Persian Oulf enters its
second week, and Ihe United States also anx-
iously awaits Sunday's Super Bowl and coo-
tinues to WIItchthe NBA, NCAA, and NHL.
So often commanaton and announcers
a10rify plays by analyzina them by usina what
now seems as inappropriate lanauase. Saying
"'he has an arm Uke a cannon" or "there's a
real war JOing on in the trenches" are age--old
descriptions to brina sports to a higher level
by gIorifyins the action. These expressions
take on an added significance now that
American IOktiers confront situations calling
for similar descriptive laneuaee.
It is onen durins crisis situations thai one
realizes thai spans are not the end all and be
all of everyIhiq. In this past week, the worst
of aU crilIs Slualions hu reared its ualY head,
and now lhe Super Bowl, ESPN's ""Dis Mon-
da)'" aDd ABC's -Wide World of· Sports"
pale in comparison 10 an event played out on
a IIrpr "lIIe wilh people wilh far more
power to control mankind's very fate.
However. there is no reason to begin
cancel lin. events, as some people are sua:-
Jesting. There is historical precedent for the
continuation of sporting events. Durina:
World War II, the Korean War, and Viet-
nam, major, as well as minor, sporting evalts
were held, even with SOI'tle notable stars miss-
ing from the games.
President Bush has been determined to
keep • calm over the American people by in-
uinl Ihat everyday life should continue.
President Bush did declare, "Yes, the Super
Bowl should be played."
This should not undennine the seriousness
of the situation at hand, and many
Americans realize this to be the cast. Sports
does have a unique place with war. Sports
can provide a way for people to maintain
some normalcy during the war. SpartinS
events will also provide an escape from the
gloomy news that is reponed for the rest of
the day without detraaina from lhat news'
sisnirteanc:c .
So as you watch the Super Bowl Ihis
weekend, and undoubtedly you should, let's
hope the men at ABC rc=frainfrom the use of
"the &iUsbombed the Gianls with an aerial
assauk" or "the Giants killed the Bills,"
$H EDITOR l'1li' Iwftve
What Is a "Hoosier" Anyway?
8y Phil WilBon
With Bob Knight's Indiana University
basketball tearn once again ranked amonJ
the top ten in the nation, the attention of the
nation's basketball fans turns to Assembly
Hall in Bloomington to see what the
General's squad has to offer in 1991. Many
people will watch Indiana play to see what
the fuss over freshman Damon Bailey is all
about, others will hope to see Coach Kniaht
throw a chair or two, still others win watch
for the lack of anythina else to do durilJllhe
doldrums ora Gambier winter.
However, some will watch for an enllrely
differenl reason. There is a breed of besket-
ball fan in this country, cloistered in a state
about one hundred and finy miles to the
west, that will watch Indiana basketball for
the sole reason it is lnditlfUI btlskelbtJlI. In the
Gospel Ac:oordinR to Knighl, Bobby said,
..Let there be basketball, and there was, and
it was Sood," lood enough 10 have Biven In-
diana three NatioDal Championships in
Kniahl's twenty year career at I.U. Yet other
teams have won as allen, and ca1ainly with
more pro-style nash and power lhan Kniaht's
squads, which are characterized by sound
fundamentals. If slam-bam-thank-you-
ma'am schoolyard hoop is whal sells tickets
these days" what keeps Assembly Hall packed?
The State of Indiana Is involved in a torrid,
all encompassing, live-and-die love affair
with the game of basketball. It is a relation·
ship that involves everyone who calls
bim/herself a Hoosier. Basketball is in the
soil of the farms, in the driveways of the
suburbs, in the backlots and alleyways, and
in the hi'" school gymnasiums of small
towns throughout the state. Prom November
to February, the Saturday edition of the In-
dillnapolis SllII' carries a spread on hi.h
school basketball. On the II o'cloc:k news,
the first part of the sports seament is in-
evitably dedicated to lop ten action,.not in
the NCAA, but amana teams from Floyd's
Knobs, Paoli, and Looaootee, complete with
film foot.. Local )JIIpm put boa scores
from middlt school pmes on the lllUDt PIIC
as the NBA's,
Is this. freak of nature, an aberration, an
inexplicabtt addiction? My hiP IC'hooIbad a
basketball team, but I do not recall • lime
when there were lwo thousand fans in the
gym for a resular season pme. My state had
a championship tournament. bul it certainly
did not scli out an arena the size of the
Hoosier Dome. No one made a movie about
a hiah school basketbal1lournamenl played
more than thiny years 8&0 in any other Slate.
Indiana's love of basketball is a reflection of
lhe pride people take In their communities
and in their state. It lives someahlna to root
for and somethina: to be proud of. In thiJ
time of recession for most of the Oral Lakes
reaion, people need sornethin. to lit exdItd
about. _"boll let, ~ '- ...
their problems for a while IPd ebIIr tor ..
bome.leam, a leam I1IIde up of ")'WI who
.. HOOSIER {MIle l~
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"Off the Hill" Goes on Spring Break
By Chrl. Munlter
It's approachina February in Gambier.
time to wish you were somewhere else.It's not
the your new classes. the housing policy. and
lei'S face it, if you've dealt with ARA until
now a few more weeks: will not hun. II's only
the weather that makes you wish you were in
Rorida, riabt?
Well. "Off the HiU" pts us off just a bit
earlier thaD expec:ted.
Datcline, Tampa: U', come down to two
New York teams for Super Bowl XXV. Ac-
lually, if you look close, Buffalo is really in
Canada. and could become the first "Cana-
dian" team to win the "American" Super
Bowl. And what about the New York/Jersey
Giants? O.K., 10 tbiI 1m"t really the battle for
New York, In _ of MadIIon Avenue's
best-iaid plus.
As funD' as this sounds, the NFC 0Iam-
pionship might be more important to the
Giants in the arand scheme of thillp. By pr0-
ving they could beat the Niners, with Joe
Montana, they ha~poteatially done more for
the Giant orpnization. There was a huae
psycholoPcaI obstacle in front of the Giants
last Sunday, which they miraculously hurd-
led. Now, only an immense obst8cle ramains.
The Buffalo BiDs were expected to win and
have been Addled with the label as betns the
besl AFC team to play for the Super Bowl in
quile some time. Their no-huddle offense
created a no--opponent situation last Sunday.
Perhaps the experts will stop their talk of Art
. Shell beina Coach of the Year. No Coadt of
Ihe Year sees his team lose 51-3 in a cham-
pionship game. With nor without lay
Schroeder; the Raiders are a better tam than
thaI.
So who (or what) do you go with this Sun-
day? The better quarterback? The better
defense? The wider margin in last week's
game? The relative difficulty in reaching the
ultimate game? The betting favorite? The
team with the better head coach?
Throw that all toeet:her and you have a tie
ballpmc:, with the Bills and Giants setting
three \'01es apiece. Super Bowls normally
don't end in ties, let alone SliUbeing tied after
a couple of possessions. My mind tells me the
Bills, my heart the Oiants.
Mind: The Bills have arranged such a
powerful offense with KeDy callilll plays out
of the no-huddle that the Giants wiD not be
able to counter fast enouett, alIowilll the
BiU. to jump out to a hose early lead, thus
devutatilll the arind-it-out attadt of the
Giants. Also, Bruce Smith proves his biWug
u defenlive Player-of-the-Year and DanyI
Talley C51ablishes himself as a new star,
which is long overdue anyway.
Heart: The Giants have BiD BeUcheck,
who hu figured out ways to stop any offense
this year. They also have Lawrence Taylor.
Do not write him off for this same. He hu
one big same in the big show left inhim, and
he uses it on Sunday. The seasoned veterans,
with Super Bowl experience, show durability
and patience dOOns the intense, snadilll
defensi¥e battle. Jeff Hostetler has not made
a mistake )'d, and has one more week of
mqic left in him. And Matt Bahr has one
more kick in him as well. Bill Pan:eUs looks
like a coach who holds a Vince Lombardi
Trophy. and Marv Levy just doesn"t fit the
bHI.
The Giants are best when the odds are
stacked aa.aiMt thein, becau"se Bill ParcellS is
the best when the oddI are stacked .nst his
Ladies Improve, But Have Long Way To Go
By Gordon Center
The Kenyon Ladies Basketball team has
been staying true to its New Year's resolu·
tion. That is, the Ladies are improvina as a
learn and coming closer to a win in the highly
competitive NCAC.
The Ladies kicked off the New Year by
challenging NCAC rival Wittenberg Univer·
sity at Tomsich Arena on January 3. The
Kenyon Ladies were well aware of the fact
that Wittenberg was ranked number ten in
the nation.
The game was a display of Junior talent on
the team. Juniors Nicole Dunn and Diane
Rochat combined for more than SO percent
of the ladies total score. Dunn, Rochat, and
Sarah Pratt also pulled down nineteen re-
bounds.
Yet even with touah offense such as this
the Ladies were unable to beat Wittenberg.
Wiuenberg defeated the Ladies 65-39.
The Ladies next lame was against another
NCAC rival. The ladies played at Denison
University just two days later. The Ladies
playing their second same in three days, were
tired coming into this match up while
Denison, having had time off, came into the
game full of energy.
Nicole Dunn apin led. the Ladies in scar·
ing, with twelve points. She was joined by
Sophomore e:uard Beth Burre)' who scored 10
points for the niaht. Senior Shelley Webb
had a season high seven assists. However not
everything fell into place for the ladies that
night and Denison beat them 88 to SO.
Two of the ladies nexl: three aames were
almost wins in the NCAC. The Ladies lost
two extremely dole' aamcs (0 Earlham Col-
lege and to Case Western Resenc Unlvenity.
In their first match up, the Ladies traveled
to Earlham. The Ladies 10sf this game byon-
ly three points. The Ladies Wtte led by Senior
Shclley Webb and Dunn who both scored
seventeen points. It seemed as though the
ladies scoring machine could not be stop-
ped. At half time the ladies were down only
ten points, 26 10 36. In the second half they
outscored Earlham but were unable to score
the critical three points to win the game.
The Ladies also suffered another disap-
poinling loss to Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity. The Ladies playing at Tomsich
Arena, with greater confidence in themselves
after the game against Earlham challenged
Case from the starl. At half time the score
was six points in favor of visiting Case. Yet
the Ladies were not daunted by this
challenge. they continued with the pressure
they had been exening all game long.
Shelly Webb led the ladies with rebounds
by pulling down nine total. Webb also led the
team in poinls by scoring eighteen foDowed
by Sophomore Beth Burrey who scored
seventeen. However even with excellent
defense and offense the Ladies were not able
to stem the tide of fresh players Case threw at
them. With greater depth on their team. Case
was able to wear down Kenyon. Case ended
up beating the Ladies 64to 57 in a disappoint·
ingloss.
It could be expected that the ladies and
their coach would have a hard time maintain-
ing a positive attitude, but this is not the case.
Diane Rochat said that "'Coach Roberts has
helped us keep a positive attitude all through·
out the season. She never lets us think about
the neptive, only ltic: positive.· •
The lAdies play the CoUcae of W~er
this Saturday.
team. He is a master motivator and do not
think for a moment that he will not use that
six-point underdog business (with all respects
10 Paul Tagliabue) to inspire the Giants to
victory.
However. will that be enough against a
team whose time has apparently come? After
all, the AFC cannot go on Uice this forever in
late January.
Heart 20, Mind 17. Only one more year,
AFC.
Datcline, Miami: Up until that 4gers-
Giants pme. the best .f the .yoffs was in
MiamJ, when Dan was tbe man in leadina the
Dolphins past the Chiefs. Despite that, the
Otids had the most COJIAIlIOUI performer of
the post-season in Steve DeBera. One late
boIdillg call separated the Oaiefs from win-
nine with a short field lOaf Ilttempl by Nick
Lowe<y.
Raghib Ismail provided viewers with the
"best play that 1IC"C'l .... ·Hil91-yard punI:
return apinst Colorado ill the Oranae Bowl
still ranks as the most CllU:itiq play in coIlese
footbaU in quite some tilDe, It', IOmethina
about that old, fallilll AI*' stadium that
brings out tile best in football players. Unfor-
tunately, tbat was probIbI)' the last time the
Rocket touched a baH pIQina for Notre
Dame.
While we're in Miami. it's sood to know
that the old Hurricanes are _k and their lit-
tle masquerade of $pOI'IdIIlShip is now
over. Miami undid everrthial they Slrived for
this year in one half of fOlJdMll in the Cotton
Bowl. It's a shame that teunllike Miami can
amass 102 yards in pealllies and SliD win
46-3. What would Iwppen if just once. I
mean four uninterrupted quarters, Miami
coukl just play football',
Dateline, Orlando: Leave it 10 that a11-
important. time-honored tradition such as
the Aorida Citrus Bowl to give us the first
split National Champion in 12 years. Georgia
Tech, playing a mediocre-at-best Nebraska
squad, ran allover the Comhuskers 45-21.
I'm still not in shock over the final score than
Iam in the Final Poll. which had the Coaches
Poll with the Yellow Jackets on top.
The bottom tine should be this: If a team
goes into January I as the top team in both
polls and wins tbat day/night, then it leaves
the stadium as tbe Dumber one team.
While in Orlando, did anyone ICC Scott
Skiles' record_tina performance with his:lO
assists qainSlthe team that niDe-out.o()f·ten-
teams surveyed said they"d like to play in
niAe"Out-of-ten pinel, the Denver Nugets?
The only other I'ClIPODIe was a split betweeR
the Sacramento Kinss and the Qeveland
Cavalieri without Muk Price.
Other quick duha from tbiI loaded
C1uistmas Break: If there is a team Mt there
to chalJcnae UNL V , then It is North
Carolina, with its deep rotation . • • The Ric
EaR iJ far and .wa, the best COIIftRnce in
the NCAA thl' year ..• When .. the ...
time a player dominated the .... like Sha·
qul8e O'Neal' ..• The Ohio StIIe4ndi ....
aame the other night was as exdtht& a Bi&
Ten pme as l"vcever seen ... The .... story
in the NBA this)'ell'" is Bernard Kina.; follow-
ed by BIazen and Celtics ... Wh~"'com·
moD sense prevail ia New York and i\1Bian·
chi is fired as G.M. of the knicb •.. 1lte
Qicqo Blackhawb look rally'" to win
the Stanley CuP. with CaIpry sbowina no
present signs of steppina: forwn. TIle
Rangers sliU ktok aood to chaUeqe in the
Wales Conference ..• Next week: Ptlte Rose.
Swimmers Get Fast Down South
By Gnat Tealllile
The lords and ladies spent much of their
holiday break in sunny FIoricla in pursuit of
faster times and healthy tans. The annual trip
marks the beginning of the push toward the
conference and national meets, as the swim-
mers gear up for the touch competition they
will face in the coming weeks.
Speed training was a top priority for both
teams, and their success has been reflected by
outstanding perfonnances in recent meets.
While visiting the sunny South, the lords
and ladies made a stop in Atlanta for a tri-
meet at Emory University where they f~
the host team as well as the Division I
Georgia Bulldogs. Georgia. boastina a strong
men's team, and a nationally-ranked
women's squad defeated both the lords
(132-106) and the ladies (121·102). but the
close scores indicate that KeDyon is extremely
capable of hanging tough with Division I
competition. Their success apinlt their Divi·
sion III counterparts is, of course, legendary,
and Emory was no excqJtion, as they fell to
both the ladies (149-87) and the Lords
(128·78).
Faster times marked both squads' perfor.
mances with the Lords shOwiDJ particular
improvement. Juniors John Landreth and
Karl Slatoff were Kenyon's only overall win·
ners, as they captured the 200 and 50 yard
Freestyle events re5pedively.
The Lords freshmen continued to make
strons contributions to the ~'s efforts. as
Todd GiardineUi took second overall in the
SOIl1.-yIc, while ChId -.. pabbcd •
third p1lll:e liaish in !be 2IIllIbutterfly. SIaIorr
was panlcularly ~!lJ tbe JqU&d'o 1m-
..-, and !ell tIIaI florida ........
iarIoII' ~ lor _ """,.
mam:es.
"We really coriccntrated on our speed work
on the trip, and everyone is swimmina faster.
We are SlartiDl to get ready for the con-
ference meet, and most of the 1'1"who wiD
qualify for Nationals wiD do it there."
When asked how the youth of the Lords'
squad midn effect their sueccss in the bil
meets to come, S1atoff quickly dlaiuc:d the
experience question,
-We do have a young team. but rhc
younaer guys have been swimming fait. 1bey
are improving aIoDs with the rat of us, ancJ.
we wiUbe ready for the bia meets.
This ~timent was stronaly ec:hoed by
Ladies' Senior Kami Matthews, ... spoke
of the younaer J.adies.
"'The freshmen have been swt........ out of
their minds'" she exclaimed. and IrIdood they
have. At Emory, Jessica 8rerkowk&wrnedJa
another strona:pcrfOlllll,QCC •. WiN ....
place overall in the 1000 ~ .•a
Sopbomore standout Jen c.nc. .... ill
form u wtlI. CQturina:'~
I.M. while im......... 1terNaIiIlIlIl,tlM~
0"'012:1:1.04. t,Iothewa, wlwll
finest season • at Kenyon.
overall in tbe 2IIllI1ne. Sbe bas
for Nationals in d&bt ~
reIa,ys, and I....""Y t1Iol
strenath 01th, LIdia' .. uad .:.."*..........
much to her penooallUCCell.
"We are a IIWl teMIl, ., 1
myself more thiI )'CIr tbIQ CYer
1bal ~ .... IIOI'.... ~
SaIJIrdoy, .. tbe ~"""'''''tbe ........ _ ..
Ibe AJI-Obio ......
perf--...............
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Gulf
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Conlinued from page one
the Gulf war. Early in the day United States
intelligence assets photographed fires in
several oil fields and oil refinery sites. They
were burning out of control. The United
States blamed Iraq's military for setting the
fire. Later in the evening Iraq launched
another Scud missile at Tel Aviv. It hit a
heavily populated residential area causing at
least three fatalities and 70 other casualties.
Reaction in the United States to our ac-
tions in the Gulf has ranged the political
spectrum. There have been demonstrations
both for and against the actions of our
govcmmcm. Those who are opposed 10 the
war chanted "no blood for oil," and "bring
the boys home." People who support Presi-
dent Bush's actions arc just as fervent in their
demonstrations. While protestors to United
States policy gain television air time, the vast
majority of Americans support the
Prcsldcru's actions in committing United
States troops to military action. A poll
reported on National Public Radio on
January 22 placed George Bush's approval
rating as "the highest ever tracked; higher
than Franklin D. Roosevelt's after the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor."
Protest to the United States policy has also
occurred at Kenyon. Before Christmas Break
there was an outdoor rally sponsored by
Speak Out. a new student group for peace in
the Middle East. 'Before the beginning of
hostilities this same group held a silent vigil
for peace in the Middle East.
King
Continued from p,,}!.e IWO
"celebrate the contributions of people of col-
or." She concluded that the College's
response to the third annual MLK Week was
good given current events. Collins said, "We
had pretty good attendance despite events in
the Golf, but we hope for even beucr anen-
dance next year."
Patriotism
Continued from page five
changes in it through the expression of ideas
and opinions, even those which "sicken" peo-
ple like Mr. RUUer. The 'put up or shut up'
theme of Mr. Rutter's remarks is inconsistent
with the freedoms he purports to value.
Thank you, Mr. Ruiter, for reminding "those
who are opposed to the war to question what
allows them to have that opportunity."
Please be reminded that the same freedoms
that allow you to express your views in sup-
port of the war permit me the opportunity to
oppose it - and neither of us gets any
brownie points towards "Americanism"
merely for holding either view.
Respectfully submitted,
Rebecca R. Miller '93
Bennett
Cominunl from paJ!/!six
slums. He explained that ma.ny blacks were
"crossing over and out" forgetting their root
and their obligation to "The Dream." The se-
cond task Mr _ Bennett described was to
mobilize the white American community. He
said that the now defunct Coalition of Con-
gress dealt with Civil Rights Reforms needed
to be reinstated. He said that white Americas
needed, to recognize and reject the racism
that in many ways still exists. He suggested
there nceded to be some kind of while Manin
Luther Kina 10 fm: whiles from the hatred
and fear which prevents equality. Bennett's
third tast was to try and eHminate what he
considered lhe four are-tcst evils on earth:
Racism. Unemploymenl, Violence, and
__ • 0nJy afIer we oa:omplUhed
these goals could we begin to complete 'the
dream.' Bennett said that it was "... scandalous
dalous to honor the dreamer while we
desecrate the dream." He concluded his
speech by telling the audience that it was not
enough to praise Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
but that it was our duty to vindicate him. The
evening ended with another series of inspire-
tional songs by the Central State University
Choir.
Basketball
Conlinlled from page len
yon. He ranks second in the conference in
scoring at 20.1 a game and third in rebound-
ing with a mark of 9.1 a game. Kenyon has
always been a very motivated player,
motivated by his goals, which are "to win as
many games as possible and win a conference
championship."
But after last season the coaches made the
mistake of getting B.J. mad, and this has
been his payback season. Their first mistake
was overlooking him when it came time for
the all-conference selections, despite a fine
junior season which seemed to warrant some
honors.
Then in a pre-season poll Kenyon (the
team) was only placed seventh in the con-
ference.
This confirmed in his mind that, "Kenyon
gets no respect, not B.l. nor the school."
This season Kenyon has raised his game to a
level which has made it impossible for the
NCAC coaches to overlook the man or the
team.
Kenyon has other players who are enjoying
seasons that place them among the league
leaders. Kutz, scoring at 13.7 a game, is
fourth in shooting at 62070. Alcorn (14.3
points per game). leads the conference in
three point plays per game with 3.5. Kenyon,
Kutz, and Alcorn arc all shooting above 80070
from the free throw line. Kevin Mills is doing
his job of distributing the ball, ranking
seventh in the league in assists.
The Lords play over break was inconsis-
tent. They had to play eight games in fifteen
days. a schedule more befitting a NBA team
rather than a NCAC team.
The Lords were understandably weary at
times. Until last Saturday the team had prac-
ticed every day since Christmas day. They
practiced on New year's Eve and. twice the
next day.
Now, however, the Lords appear wen
rested and ready for the stretch run of con-
ference play.
Hoosier
Cumilllledli"lllll fJa!:e 11'11
you might know, coached by someone you go
to church with. Even if Bedford has lost In-
diana Limestone, Inc .. it still had the State
Championship team in 1990.
Webster defines Hoosier as "a resident or
native of Indiana." Maybe he should add
something about the swish of the net after a
ererty jump shot.
Editor
COminlledfmlll pu!<!.<,1('/1
whatever the case may be in respect for our
soldiers in the Golf.
When Hank Williams Jr. opens the telecast
with "Are you ready for some football?",
many of us will be thinking, "yes, but not for
long." Or perhaps we11never see that opening
used at all. It would be better used at a hap-
pier time.
S· .wunmmg
Cfmlimwd fmm 1"JO~el'Iel'i'l1
The Lords met with equal success scoring
283 points, and also topping the list of Divi-
sion III entries. Division I Toledo feU to the
lords in a meet which saw both Kenyon
squads place far ahead of their NCAC com-
petition, just another indication that Kenyon
is growing ready for the conference meet.
Next weekend may prove to be the best in-
dication of Kenyon's strength and power as
the Lords and Ladies host four dual meets in-
cluding Division I rival Wrighl State. The ex-
citement is building in the Ernst center, and
spectators can be assured of plenty of action.
You don't
have to
bea
lifeguard
to bea
lifesaver.
Give blood.
+
American
RedCross
EUa quiaiera preparar sua propiol
impuestos, pero ee Ie bate dificU
hasta agarrar un I8.piz.
Sin so ayuda, quizais no poeda
hacerlo.
Casi todoel mundo rene que presentar Ia
declaracion de impuestosperc no lodosIa pueden
preparar por simemos. Hagase vountanc y ayudar~
a otrapersona a qaitarse un peso de enema,
Uame a! I 800 42H140.
u._"..-.,,._~""'.de1mefJJ
C<'II/('r Ant/l'I"III~ mes 1(. 1/1/1,\1"(' MI' wuy itl/(} the
lUll(' "~,,iJlsl fh ... Y('fJlltulI.
This space. contributed as 8 public servtce.
If what happened on yow inside
happened on your outside,
would you stifl smoke?
Nov. Ii.THE GREAT AMEmCAN SMOKEOUT.
Subscribe to the (11011rgiau.
Have Kenyon's own weekly newspaper delivered to your
home. 25 issues for only $22.00. Send checks to:
The Kenyon Collegian
Kenyon College
Gambler, OR 43022
